Case Study

Pilot Pen Corporation and Ryder
Faster, Smarter, Better, Together.

FLEET MANAGEMENT

|

DEDICATED TRANSPORTATION

|

SUPPLY CHAIN SOLUTIONS

Pilot Corporation is the largest writing instrument company in Japan
and the fastest growing maker of pens, pencils and markers in the U.S.
Across Mexico, students, consumers and businesses use an array of Pilot
products to express themselves in all kinds of ways, too. When Pilot wanted to
enter the booming Mexican market, the company turned to Ryder to help.

CHALLENGE

Establish a customer service
infrastructure to import, store
and ship Pilot Pen products
to all customers in Mexico
and provide a framework for
growth, innovation and
cost savings.

SOLUTION

A multi-client warehouse,
transportation and distribution
network tailored to operate in
Mexico’s complex business
environment. Process
improvements that streamline
everything from order picking
and fulfillment to inventory
storage and management,
carrier selection and billing,
and shipment tracking.

Pilot Pen Mexico: making a mark in a
booming market

needs of businesses and consumers since 1918.

Mexico is reclaiming its status as a global trade

Canada, U.K., France, Germany, Hong Kong,

and logistics hub, thanks, in part to a series

Indonesia, Italy, Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan,

of free trade agreements. As a MINT nation

Brazil, Russia and Australia. For nearly 45

(Mexico, Indonesia, Nigeria and Turkey),

years, Pilot has helped Americans express

Mexico is one of four economic powerhouses,

themselves with a variety of quality writing

and as Mexico’s economic star rises, one of

instruments, and now, the company is doing

the world’s biggest pen manufacturers is doing

the same in Mexico. Part of Pilot Corporation

what it takes to serve one of the world’s fastest

of America, Pilot Pen Mexico began procuring

growing economies.

products from the company’s manufacturing

The company currently has subsidiaries in

R E S U LT S

Optimized

Established a customer service
and distribution operation without
using corporate assets

Efficient

LEAN warehouse efficiencies
enable rapid growth without
increasing headcount

Scalable

Handling inventory that’s grown
from 500,000 to 2.5 million pieces
in eight years

Expandable

Added 200 new products including
the FriXion line of erasable pens,
PV5 water-based ink pens and
new B2P bottle-to-pen product
made from recycled water bottles.

and distribution hub in Jacksonville, Florida
The oldest and largest writing instrument

in 2000. There, General Director, Juan Estrella

manufacturer in Japan, Tokyo-based Pilot Pen

oversees the company’s growing transportation

Corporation (Pilot), has served the writing

and distribution operations in Mexico.
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Innovation and a rebounding economy
fuel growth

Pilot Pen wants to bring pens to more people in

pen manufacturers in Mexico. The company

more places in Mexico. That means expanding

sells between two and three million pieces

“The number one impact on Mexican sales is

geographic coverage and meeting the needs

annually and stocks some 2.5 million pieces,

the economy,” says Estrella. “If the U.S. gets a

of different markets like business, school,

up from 500,000 in 2006. That includes 200

cold, Mexico gets the flu.”

arts and crafts and introducing a new line

new products and popular items like jumbo

of lower-priced products to appeal to more

markers, PV5 water-based ink pens, and a new

And yet, despite the challenges the U.S.

price-conscious consumers. Pilot Pen Mexico’s

B2P bottle-to-pen product made from

economy faced over the past few years, Pilot was

growth also is being fueled by innovative

89 percent recycled water bottles.

still able to grow its business in Mexico. This

marketing efforts. “We’re using social media

is in part because when it comes to markets,

to engage Mexican consumers,” says Estrella.

On average, Pilot Pen delivers 30 to 50 orders

Pilot Pen Mexico’s sweet spot is mid- to higher-

Examples include QR codes on blister cards

per month. The company’s biggest months

income level consumers who are typically less

(the pen packages that hang from hooks on

revolve around the back-to-school rush, first

affected by economic ups and downs. “Still, the

planogram displays in stores.) When customers

in May and then a mini-peak in January as

stronger the economy in Mexico, the more we

scan the codes, they’re navigated to a Facebook

children head back to school after the holiday

sell, and the more people buy brand name pens

page where they can interact with the company.

season. The company’s line of fine writing

known for quality and durability.”

Currently, Pilot Pen is one of the top three

pens, ranging from $20 to $250, also sees a
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spike in demand during the holiday season.

The two companies began working together

“Our business is seasonal,” says Estrella. “One

in 2003 when Pilot Pen set out to establish a

month, we might deliver 800,000 pieces,

customer service infrastructure to import, store

another 100,000.”

and ship its products to retail stores across
Mexico – without investing corporate assets.

“Our goal is to double in size and revenues
and increase market share by 10 percent over

Pilot Pen depends on motor freight carriers

the next five years,” Estrella continues. To

who can consistently make it to Mexico City

get there, Pilot Pen has shifted its focus from

within a certain time window to distribute

distributors and wholesalers to engaging

products on time and in excellent condition.

consumers through publicity campaigns and

As one of the company’s major third-party

marketing via cable, satellite radio, bus wraps,

logistics providers, Ryder helps Pilot secure

advertising and in-store sampling and

Mexican ground transportation carriers and

promo programs.

provides distribution services and operational
support. Indeed, one of the most important

New markets, new customers, new supply
chain pressures

services Ryder provides is its expertise in

“We’ve been through a major transition,”

motor freight carriers serving Mexico City

Estrella recalls, “from just a handful of

and other major markets like Monterrey

distributors to a huge network of wholesalers

and Guadalajara. In the early days of the

and distributors. With Ryder, we can ship to

partnership, the focus was on establishing

of their team as Operations Management

many more customers in more places without

a customer service network. Ryder set up a

and New Business Development Manager in

any disruption in service. And that’s important,

multi-client warehouse, transportation and

Guadalajara. Now, Ernesto is a critical liaison

because we pride ourselves on providing

distribution network tailored to Mexico’s

between Pilot and Ryder, especially when it

excellent customer service and 100%

business environment to help Pilot achieve

comes to adding new retail customers and

on-time delivery.”

its goals. Since then, the focus on growth has

geographies, reducing the cost of direct imports

taken off. “Over the last three years, we’ve

from Asia and orchestrating on-site reworks.

“Today, we move more product and have

seen a surge in demand from consumers and

Half of Pilot Pen Mexico’s products are

entered several new markets and retail

proportional reaction from competitors,”

imported from Japan while the other half are

chains,” says Estrella. Office Depot remains

says Estrella.

made at its manufacturing hub in Jacksonville,

screening, selecting and monitoring Mexican

the company’s #1 retail customer, and others

From the top: Juan Estrella (Pilot Pen), Alex Acosta (Ryder System,
Inc.) and Ernesto Gomez (Pilot Pen)

Florida. Ryder helps streamline the import

include a Who’s Who of U.S. and Mexico-

That uptick in demand is driving significantly

of those goods to Mexico. “We have our own

based retailers, including Wal-Mart, Sam’s,

larger volumes of materials and products

import broker,” Estrella says, “but Ryder

Lumen, and most recently, the pharmacy chain

through the supply chain. “Ryder helps us find

does the follow-up.” This includes ensuring

Farmacias Guadalajara.

ways to reduce costs, increase efficiency and

that extra import documents are provided,

do more with less,” says Estrella. “Whether

if necessary, and that import duties are paid

A long-term partnership that goes
the distance

it’s providing transportation for big loads,

promptly so that Pilot Pen products can pass

shopping carriers for smaller loads, automating

quickly through Mexican customs processing.

Clearly, it takes a strong third-party logistics

warehouse operations or implementing

All products that come from the U.S. to Mexico

partner and a smart, flexible supply chain to

LEAN processes.”

pass through Ryder’s distribution facility in

keep up with such rapid growth and aggressive

Guadalajara, where security is a top priority.

goals. The company behind the scenes helping

Ernesto Gomez started with Ryder in 2009.

Pilot Pen make its mark in Mexico is Ryder.

In 2013, Pilot Pen asked him to become part
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the crew to the day’s priorities, expectations
and provide a forum for suggestions for
improvement. When problems are detected,
the warehouse team uses Ishikawa sheets to
identify root causes and identify solutions. The
resulting efficiencies enable the warehouse staff
to handle more volume without adding people
or costs.
“As more product comes in directly from Japan
and we continue to grow, improvements in
how we receive materials and process orders
enable us to handle bigger volumes without
additional headcount,” says Estrella.
For example, warehouse workers use handheld
devices to simplify both receiving and order
picking processes. They scan barcodes during
receiving and again during picking to ensure
from 500,000 to 2.5 million pieces and the

that the correct entries are assigned to the

Ryder handles everything from order

operational impact on the warehouse was

correct product SKUs. To further streamline

processing, customer service and inventory

staggering. The small warehouse that had

material intake, Pilot Pen Mexico recently

storage and management to motor carrier

served the company’s needs so well couldn’t

implemented a new enterprise resource

selection and billing, and shipment tracking.

accommodate the volume of existing SKUs -

planning system that will eventually help

When Pilot Pen wanted to add junior

or the addition of new product lines like the

the operation function as an independent

sales representatives without hiring direct,

FriXion, PV5 and bottle pens.

subsidiary in Mexico.

hiring over to Ryder. To complement the

Ryder acted quickly and reconfigured the

company’s increasingly consumer-driven

warehouse layout and automated processes

focuses on solving
“ Ryder
problems, providing personal

focus, Ryder hired a sales manager and three

to free up storage space, minimize reworks,

“promovendedores” (promotional salespeople)

streamline order picking and fulfillment and

to promote Pilot products at the point of sale

simplify packaging. Using LEAN processes

and, when needed, deliver smaller orders

throughout the Guadalajara warehouse, Ryder

to customers.

conducted an ABC analysis of the warehouse

LEAN Warehouse Processes Keep Distribution
Costs in Check
Reducing distribution costs and lowering
operational costs in Mexico are critical factors
to accelerating growth. A prime example:
the Pilot Pen warehouse in Guadalajara. In
just a few years, Pilot Pen’s inventory rose
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operations to identify product categories
that could benefit from tighter management,
controls or were having a big impact on costs.
Other LEAN improvements included adding a
LEAN wall where standard work processes are
documented and warehouse employees view
updates and important operations documents.
Daily shift meetings held every morning alert

assistance and continuously
improving processes. Our
partnership is based on a solid
foundation of trust, operational
expertise and open lines of
communication that enable us to
provide our customers with
exceptional service.

“

they turned the interviewing, testing and

Juan Estrella, General Director,
Pilot Pen Mexico

One of Pilot Pen’s goals is to be able to source

that put them in a cup at the checkout counter.

all of its materials directly from Japan rather

Ryder employees load those little boxes at the

than moving goods through Jacksonville first.

Ryder facility. They’re willing to do whatever it

By receiving more products directly from

takes to help us grow our business and reduce

Japan, Pilot can take advantage of Mexico/

costs.”

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF THE
PILOT PEN OPERATION
•

Every day, Pilot sales reps notify
Ryder of new purchase orders

•

Ryder sends this information to
Pilot Pen in the U.S. to process
purchase orders

•

Once purchase orders are released,
a system notification starts the order
picking process

•

Orders are picked and fulfilled and
invoices sent to customers and to
Pilot Pen U.S.

•

Once packed and invoiced, orders
ship direct to stores or to
distribution centers

•

Depending on the destination, Ryder
selects the best carrier option,
tracking shipments through carriers
to ensure on-time delivery

•

Returned goods are picked up by
carriers and returned to
distribution centers

Japan trade agreements that enable the
company to pay duty on just a few products.

Orders are processed daily at the Pilot Pen

All inventory information is fed into the ERP

Mexico warehouse in Guadalajara. “We count

system and shared with Ryder.

on Ryder for our biggest orders, because we
know they’ll get there safely and on time,” says

Smaller orders and more frequent
replenishment demand flexible transportation
Another trend that has created demand on
Pilot Pen’s transportation model is the selling
and replenishing of smaller orders more
frequently. “We don’t want to require our
customers to buy a minimum quantity so that
we can move inventory from our warehouses,”
Estrella points out.

Estrella. “Our biggest orders go out for the
back-to-school season in May. We might have
$300,000 worth of product on the truck, so we
won’t use anyone but Ryder for that. Ryder
sets up the security detail and sets up the truck.
We ask them to deliver products to retailers in
Mexico City or whatever the destination within
the given window – and they do.”

“I’m not going to go into Lumen with my fine

Ryder and Pilot: the “Write” Partnership for
the Future

line of pens and tell them they have to buy

As for the future, Pilot Pen is focused

10 of each (the pens range from $150 to $250

on achieving its goal of doubling in size

each). Instead, we’ll let Lumen put one of each

and revenues over the next five years and

pen in each store and refill orders more often.”

continuing to extend its geographic reach and

This is another form of innovation that

increase market share. “As we further expand

enables Pilot Pen Mexico to build customer

our coverage in Mexico,” says Estrella, “we’re

relationships based on trust. Estrella continues,

confident that Ryder can help us support

“We’ll tell customers that we’ll give them

our goals.”

enough pens to fill a peg in a planogram with
we’ll give them two more boxes – or however
many they want.”
Shipping smaller orders more often, makes
transportation more complex and requires a
more flexible logistics team. “Ryder is always
willing to support any initiative we undertake.
For example, Ryder isn’t just shipping orders,
they’re packing pens into boxes. We’ll sell cases
of blister packs to larger retailers or boxes of

is a true advocate,
“ Ryder
partner and solutions provider
and cares about us as a
customer. They’re proactive
about finding ways to improve
the way we do business and
serve our customers better.

“

six to 10 pen blisters. When those products sell,

Juan Estrella, General Director,
Pilot Pen Mexico

a dozen pens to smaller office supply stores
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